
What is it? 
Each product in this kit was formulated to help strengthen your immune response and better

battle whatever life throws your way. Whether it’s giving you a boost during times of sickness, or

helping you prevent illness altogether, these products will give your body what it needs. It’s time

to be proactive in taking control of your immune system so you can live in confidence instead of

fear.  

This kit contains two of our signature drinks, CinnaMâte and Excell, which come in individualized

drink packets, along with three of our encapsulated products SolleClear SI, NeuroIM, and our new

plant-based vitamin D3/adaptogen blend LongeviD.

What does it do?
Our bodies have lots of natural defense systems in place and giving them the nutrients they need to

optimize performance can have a big impact on our health. These products are designed to do exactly that,

along with providing these same systems a boost when they are under attack.

How do I use it?

The Immunity
Starter Kit -
$175

Help your body 
fight back

Excell is great as a mix-in for your

favorite smoothie. 

If you struggle with swallowing

capsules, throw them in a blender with

your favorite smoothie.

During times of sickness, double up on

the products by taking them both

morning and evening.  

The daily usage of each of these products

is described in the daily protocol, but here

are some general tips to remember: 

Daily Protocol: 

Morning - Noon

CinnaMâte: Mix one packet in 8 ounces of hot

water for a great tea, or with 16-20 ounces of cold

water.  

SolleClear SI: Take 2 capsules with water or your

favorite Solle drink.

NeuroIM: Take 2 capsules with water or your

favorite Solle drink.

Evening - Night

LongeviD: Take 2 capsules.

Noon - Afternoon

Solle Excell: Mix one packet in 16-20 ounces of cold

water.


